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Abstract: This paper attempts to explain the forms, causes and effects of electoral 

violence in Bangladesh. This study focuses on electoral violence in the 

parliamentary elections held in the country until 2008. The findings of the study 

show that almost similar patterns of violence occurred in the pre-election, 

election-day and post-election period in parliamentary elections. Electoral 

violence mainly included intimidation, killings, and attacks on property, forceful 

displacement and riot. These forms of violence occurred in turn in all the 

parliamentary elections in Bangladesh, starting from the first Parliamentary 

Elections held in March 1973 to the last elections in December 2008. None of the 

elections was free from violence to varying degrees. Thus it is argued in this 

paper that the electoral violence in Parliamentary Elections have shown the 

similar patterns with little exceptions, thereby undermining the political 

participation of the voters. 
 

Introduction  

Elections are a defining characteristic of democracy, which form an integral part of 

the democratization process (Ndulo and Lula, 2010: 155). Elections are held to generate 

winner and loser through counting votes cast. This is how the transfer of power takes 

place from one government to the other. In democracy, this transfer of power is supposed 

to be peaceful, devoid of violence. In reality, the reverse happens before, during and after 

the elections. Fearing the defeat at the ballot box, competing parties try to win the 

elections by resorting physical violence against opposition candidates and their 

supporters (Toyoda, 2012: 6). On the day of election, ballot boxes are snatched by force, 

people are harassed physically. After the election, the winning candidate attacks the 

voters who did not vote for him or her. Killing, rape, eviction from their own property 

and destruction of properties are the immediate consequences of the violence perpetrated 

as stated above. However, electoral violence of the above is evident both in developed 

and developing countries to varying degrees. Bangladesh is no exception to this case. 

Electoral democracy and electoral violence started at a time in Bangladesh in 1973 

parliamentary elections, since then more or less each parliamentary election has had the 

experiences of electoral violence. Instead of institutionalization of democracy in 

Bangladesh, electoral violence has significantly hindered the peaceful transfer of power. 

Another point is that electoral violence not only hampers the democratic procedure to 

work properly but also it threatens human security in Bangladesh. Against this backdrop, 

in order to insulate electoral democracy from breakdown it is important to know the 

nature, causes and effects of electoral violence. To deal with this matter, the paper has 

been divided into four sections. The first section of this article deals with the trajectory of 

electoral democracy in Bangladesh, second section delineates the conceptual framework 

of electoral violence, third section analyses the patterns of electoral violence in 
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Bangladesh especially its nature, causes, and effects of violence. The fourth is devoted to 

the analysis of the patterns of electoral violence followed by a conclusion. 

State of Electoral Politics in Bangladesh 

Pre-Independence (1947-1970) Bangladesh has become acquainted with electoral 

democracy since the British colonial period with 1935 India Act. Under this Act, the 

elections of 1937 and 1947 were held in the then Bengal province. With the break-up of 

British India in 1947, Pakistan became an independent wherein the then Bengal province 

became an integral part. During the Pakistani rule (1947-1970) Bengali people of East 

Bengal (former Bengal province) has had the test of two important landmark elections. 

One held in 1954 through which United Front (UF) government assumed the state power 

in East Bengal. But their government did not complete the term. However, the military 

takeover in 1958 by General Iskander Mirza followed by Ayub Khan in the same year 

burried the possibility of competitive democratic elections until 1970. The 1970 elections 

in the United Pakistan was the only national elections in which Awami League won the 

majority in both the national and the provincial legislature. The verdict of this election 

scaled off the sustainability of the United Pakistan as the Pakistani ruling elites failed to 

transfer power to the Bangabandhu Sheikh Mujibur Rahman. As a result, the Pakistani 

ruling elite launched a military crackdown in East Bengal, thus initiating post 1970 

electoral violence. This violence eventually led to the War of Liberation. After eight -

month long War the then East Bengal (later Bangladesh) became an independent state on 

16 December 1971. After independence, the 1972 constitution upheld democracy as the 

long cherished form of government by the Bengali people. As per the constitution the 

responsibility of holding of elections was entrusted with the Election Commission. The 

Commission since 1973 was so far organized ten parliamentary elections in the country 

along with other elections. In all these elections, the incumbent party has been accused of 

rigging elections. The winning party has pursued „winner takes all‟ policy while being in 

power. The policy of „one man, one vote‟ has been persistently followed in the elections 

to form the majority. In the context of widespread violence featuring 2001 and 2008 

general elections, a particular section of the civil society have been advocating to replace 

the above policy by adopting proportional system. 

One of the crucial aspects of electoral culture in Bangladesh is that the defeated 

party had always rejected the result. This trend has come to such a pass that the 

opposition gives up believing in holding credible elections under the ruling party. The 

introduction of caretaker government attested to this reality. Holding elections in 

Bangladesh is not a socially and politically isolated phenomenon in Bangladesh. 

Patronage based politics prevalent in political parties has largely contributed to damage 

the credibility of elections. Candidates with a view to confirming win in elections have 

employed guns, goons and gold, resulting in the reign of electoral violence. 

In controlling such a reality, the Election Commission has poor track record as the 

commission- barring exceptions- have rendered its loyalty to appeasing the ruling party. 

Therefore, violence looms large in pre election day and post election period. 
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Electoral Violence: Theoretical Concept 

It would be useful to give a definition of electoral violence, befitting the context of 

Bangladesh. In this case, a definition of electoral violence in a recent UNDP study is 

useful to serve the purpose of the present study as: 

“Any acts or threats of coercion, intimidation, or physical harm perpetrated to effect an 

electoral process, or that arise in the context of electoral competition, when perpetuated to 

affect an electoral process, violence may be employed to influence the process of elections 

–such as effectors to delay, disrupt or derail a poll-or to influence the outcomes: the 

determination of winners in competitive races for political office, or securing the approval 

or disapproval of referendum question.”(UNDP, 2011: 5) 

Lisa Laakso defined electoral violence as: 

“An activity motivated by an attempt to affect the results of the elections either by manipulating 

the electoral procedure and participation or by contesting the legitimacy of the results. It might 

involve voters‟ and candidates‟ intimidation, killings, attacks against their property, forceful 

displacement, unlawful detentions and rioting.”(The Daily Star, April 13, 2013) 

The two definitions cited above bring out three points. First, electoral violence 
involves coercion, physical assault or intimidation. Second, all those violent acts are 
aimed at influencing the electoral process so as to influence its outcome, and third; its 
consequences involve material loss such as destruction of properties and human loss. 
Finally, electoral violence in the pre, during and the post election period are altogether 
illegal acts which violates electoral code of conduct framed by the Election Commission 
in order to hold peaceful election.  

When breaking down the different components of electoral violence there is 
general consensus on its forms. The first is that electoral violence involves acts of 
physical harm, assaults and attacks on communities or candidates, gender-based violence, 
mob violence and political assassination during the election campaign, forcing political 
contenders to leave the electoral process or to prevent elections from taking place. The 
second is that violent acts can be targeted against objects, buildings and structures as well 
as people. The third indicator includes threats and intimidation and coercion. (UNDP, 
2011: 5). Common to all forms of electoral violence are the physical harms and threats. It 
shall be investigating the forms of electoral violence in the following sub-section. 

Forms of electoral violence: 

Previous scholarly works have classified electoral violence basing on the two 
criteria; (1) the timing of violence and (2) the needs of organization. In terms of timing, 
electoral violence takes three forms:  pre electoral violence, election time violence and 
post electoral violence. Before elections, intimidations and assassinations are effective to 
decreasing the turnout and attracting neutral voters. Pre-electoral violence includes acts 
or threats against the candidates, intimidating voters during registration time or attacking 
election campaigns.  

Election Day violence includes the snatching of ballot papers or boxes, assaults the 
opposition‟s agents, and harassment or intimidation by security agents. In the aftermath 
of an election, electoral violence may take the form of violent protests against electoral 
rigging, whether real or imagined, and of the state‟s deploying its apparatus of force in 
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response to the protest, thereby further fuelling the violence (Toyoda, Shin, 2012: 7). On 
the other hand, post-electoral violence is more likely to escalate to the large scale violent 
conflicts because the defeated candidate challenges the electoral results (Straus, Scott and 
Taylor, Charlie Taylor, 2009). 

Physical violence Assassination, looting, shooting, kidnapping and hostage taking, 

forcing disruption of campaign rallies, snatching ballot box, 

dacoits/robbery, rape, murder 

Psychological  violence Create fear by the people maybe the product of physical violence 

Structural violence  Attacks on party office or dormitory, burning the house,  

   Figure: Multi-dimensional forms of electoral violence 

Further literatures reveal that electoral violence requires an organization. Electoral 
violence cannot take place unless office–seeking politicians can recruit sufficient number 
of followers who will be engaged in the production of violence, if necessary, to win 
elections. When electoral violence occurs; there are always required some armed 
organizations, militia or thugs; it is these forces who have involved in the production of 
electoral violence during electoral campaign to intimidate and assassinate political 
enemies. I shall now turn to the causal analysis of electoral violence. 

Causes and actors of electoral violence: 

There are many causes of electoral violence. These are as follows: first, the most 
important and common reason of electoral violence is to win in the election. Every 
political party aims to win the election by which it can capture the state power so as to 
establish its political ideology. Parties thus try to win the elections by any means, most of 
the time engaging in electoral violence. Second power competition among the candidates 
of the election because every candidate wants to show that his/her muscle power is more 
than the other candidates so that (s)he can make people understand that his/her winning 
will make peoples‟ lives happier. Third, the poor can easily be trapped in vote buying, or 
be used by the political leaders in violent activities. Fourth, „patronage‟ distributed by the 
influential people of the constituency is to motivate the general people. 
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Fifth point is revenge when one party defeat in election, in the following election if 

it wins then it creates violence as revenge upon the opposition parties. Sixth, lack of 

internalization of values and norms against violence among the members in the society 

breeds violence. It appears from the above discussions that there are many reasons behind 

electoral violence. 

To know the causes of electoral violence is not enough, it is also important to figure 

out the actors involved in like-political party and their supporters, election commission 

with administrations and electoral management bodies, presiding and polling officers and 

also the general people are included. These actors are directly or indirectly related to the 

electoral violence. 

Electoral violence involves organized efforts where the actors of violence are 

closely related to one another. Political party leaders conduct their violent activities by 

their party supporters. On the other hand, extremist or illicit armed groups act as violent 

actors due to the support of their own party. 

Impacts of electoral violence: 

The impacts of electoral violence are multi-dimensional most commonly having 

physical, psychological and structural dimensions. This multi dimensional impact of 

electoral violence includes both short and long term. Electoral violence threatens human 

security including death, missing, long or short time sickness by severe physical attacks. 

When the poor people (especially day laborer) face such kind of violence their daily 

economic activities are hampered, sometimes this affected people are permanently or 

temporarily become handicap, consequently their families suffer. They could not recover 

it in their whole life. Psychological impact includes official and unofficial actions that 

create fear in the people which may be a product of physical violence threatening to 

opposition forces by security agents or through phone calls and text massage. This 

psychological impact leads to mental pressure of the victims. Displacement of the victims 

from homesteads hampers their daily lives (Omotola, 2008). Violence resulted in the 

damage of the building or road, cutting trees or burning properties, this structural impacts 

mostly hamper economic and environmental damage of a country. 

Patterns of electoral violence in Bangladesh 

Experiences of parliamentary elections (1973-2008): 

Electoral violence as mentioned earlier in terms of timing to occur is of three types: 

pre-electoral violence, election-time violence and post-electoral violence. Here I shall 

outline a framework based on the timing of elections: 

Period of violence Types of violence 

Pre-Election Violence Threat, forcing disruption of campaign rallies, assassination, 

intimidation, 

Election Time Violence looting, shooting, kidnapping, physical attacking, killing, 

Post-Election Violence Assassination, kidnapping, rape, murder, looting, shooting, 

destruction of property, displacement, rioting. 
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These patterns in three times can overlap. Now I shall investigate the patterns of 

electoral violence in parliamentary elections held in Bangladesh beginning from 1973. 

Parliamentary elections (March 1973): 

In post-independence Bangladesh, the first parliamentary elections were held in 

March 1973. All political parties except those declared banned beforehand participated in 

the election. Jammat-i –Islam and other religious based parties were not allowed to take 

part in it (Mannan, 2005: 48). From the beginning of 1973, Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 

began to accuse the opposition of saying they were trying to spoil the election and so, his 

appeal was to the people to resist them eventually the opposition participated in the 

election although (Mannan, 2005: 49) they „continued to condemn the terror, 

intimidation, repression and fascist activities of the ruling party and demanded a 

congenial atmosphere for holding election‟ (Ahmed, 1983: 138). The major opposition 

party Jatiya Samajtantrik Dal (JSD) supporters mainly suffered from pre-electoral 

violence. In some of the closely contested constituencies, the prospective opposition 

candidates were kidnapped by AL workers before they could file their nomination papers. 

'In several constituencies in Barisal, Tangail, and Chittagong, where opposition 

candidates‟ were leading during the vote, counting of ballots was suddenly halted while 

the ballot boxes were stuffed with fake papers and AL candidates were declared elected 

under the watchful eyes of AL volunteers‟ (Moniruzzaman, in Mannan (ed) op.cit.: 59). 

In the election-day violence AL candidates and activists rigged the election by creating 

violence and terror, hijacking and looting ballot papers and boxes. Marcus Franda 

described the election as „blatantly and unnecessary is rigged‟ (Franda, 1982: 11). In the 

post electoral violence, despite massive victory in the 1973 parliamentary elections, the 

government could not build national consensus on fundamental issues by minimizing 

ideological gaps among diverse ideologies. The regime virtually could not achieve 

peoples‟ legitimacy through the election. Violence becomes rampant. The newspapers 

carried daily reports of secret killings, suicides, hijacking, dacoities, and mob lynching. 

According to government figures, between January 1972 and June 1973, there were 2,035 

secret killings, 337 kidnappings, 190 rapes, and 4,907 dacoities, and another 4,925 

persons lost their lives at the hands of miscreants. In a five- month period in 1973, sixty 

police stations were looted for arms (Choudary, 1995:3). 

In the first Parliamentary Elections in Bangladesh, the main opposition party was 

JSD, so their leaders and supporters were mostly victim of electoral violence especially in 

Kushtia, Chuadanga, Gaibandha, Khulna, Potuakhali and Rangamati (The Sangbad, 30 

March 1973, April 1973; 29 March 1973, 10 April 1973).  The main reason of electoral 

violence in 1973 was to ensure the absolute victory of the ruling party. The impacts of 

electoral violence in 1973 was severe than the other election because as a new born 

country, the country faced several kinds of problems. Opposition groups particularly JSD, 

intensified their anti-government move; took some drastic programs against the 

government in early 1974. One of the causes of drastic action was to face violence in the 

election.Violence adversely impacted on economy. The newspapers carried daily reports 

of secret killings, suicides, hijacking, dacoities, kidnappings, rapes and structural 
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damages. Later, military took power and the people could not get the taste of democratic 

election until 1991 elections was held.  

Parliamentary elections under military governments 
(February 1979, January 1986 and March 1988): 
 

After 1975 coup Bangladesh was administered by military ruler (Ziaur Rahman and 

Ershad) for long time (1975-1990) and in that time democratic practice was postponed. 

Conversely every military government chose any of the two options: (1) transfer power to 

some civilian structure in order to demilitarize the government; (2) legitimizing the 

regime in order to continue its rule (Mannan, 2005: 83). The 1979 parliamentary 

elections, in the pre-electoral violence the government party continued to condemn the 

terror, intimidation, repression and fascist activities alongside the opposition party also 

condemned repression, threat, intimidation (The Sangbad, 1 and 17 March 1979). 

Communal instigation speech of Muslim league leader created intimidation among voters 

where the voters could not cast their vote freely. In the election–day violence, in the 

constituency of Rangpur-3 the Awami League nominated candidate demanded re-election 

due to Election Day violence like- agents of AL overthrown from the polling centre (The 

Sangbad, 2 March 1979: 3), snatching ballot box. Mainly the ruling party supporter 

created violent activities in the Election Day. Similarly in the post electoral spate of 

violence assassination, looting, shooting, kidnapping and hostage taking, dacoit /robbery, 

and murder were obvious after the parliamentary elections in 1979. In some 

constituencies the opposition party required re-election (The Sangbad, 2 March 1979: 3). 

In Bhola the AL supported people lost their property like livestock, dormitory, and 

business instruments (The Sangbad, 2 March 1979: 3). 

As a military ruler Ershad held two parliamentary elections in 1986 and 1988. But 

in times of both elections anti government movement was continuing with all types of 

violence. On the Election Day, at least 29 persons (the government acknowledged 12) 

were killed, and more than 500 injured, and the polling was suspended in 173 centers 

(The Bangladesh Observer, 8 May, 1986). It was the only parliamentary elections in 1986 

in Bangladesh when the parliament was dysfunctional. The fourth parliamentary elections 

scheduled on 3 March, 1988. In that election pre-election violence included the 

government enforced the section 144, which was violated by the agitating masses. Other 

repressive measures including house arrest of Sheikh Hasina and Khaleda Zia were also 

taken. On the 5
th

 December, 1987, 10 MPs of AL threatened to do so (Mannan, 2005: 

100). In January 1988, the government declared ban on anti-election activities and 

propaganda, strengthened some measures for suppressing the election-boycotting forces. 

On the Election Day violence, about 5 persons were killed and hundreds injured; polls 

were postponed in 170 centers (Mannan, 2005, 100). In several voting centers including 

Dhaka and alongside 7 people were dead and hundreds injured (The Daily Ittefaq, 4  

March, 1988: 4) in bomb explosion in several voting centers (The Daily Ittefaq, 6 March, 

1988: 1). 

Electoral violence under military government was quite different from others where 

the military ruler formed acrid form of electoral violence to win in the election and much 

violence were unpublished because of undemocratic practice. The impacts of electoral 
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violence under military government was similar like the elections under democratic 

government where killing, kidnapping, missing, and structural damage. But the 

exceptional impact was that three party alliances demonstrated anti government 

movement where the military government fall down and democratic election came in 

1991 (Mannan, 2005: 104). 

Parliamentary elections (January 1991): 

Through the movement of three party alliances the parliamentary elections of 1991 

was more free and fair in nature where the main purpose of election was fulfilled. Most 

of the political parties participated in this election where a competitive environment 

remained. It was the most peaceful election in the history of Bangladesh. The government 

set up a military camp in all Upazila in order to maintain peace and stability in case of 

necessity. In addition, regular armed forces, like BDR, Police and Ansar were deployed 

to maintain law and order in the polling centers. The security measures undertaken by the 

government could succeed in wooing the voter‟s confidence on electoral politics which 

was lost during the Ershad regime (Mannan, 2005: 116). The polls day was calm and 

peaceful. Only one man was killed in the electoral violence and polling in 34 centers was 

suspended (The Sangbad, 28 February 1991). Before and after the polls day, 39 persons 

were killed and 1,090 injured and in the election year a total of 18 people were killed 

which was less than the others. The Daily Ittefaq, the most widely circulated newspaper 

of the country, comments; 'The election held all over the country in an unprecedented 

peaceful environment‟ (The Sangbad, 28 February, 1991). So in the fifth parliamentary 

elections, electoral violence was less than the previous elections. Although the number of 

violent occurrences is less in number, however, their nature and the causes are similar 

compared to the other elections.  

Parliamentary elections in February and in June 1996: 

The fifth parliamentary election was an example of a peaceful election but the next 

election was not the same like before. As a developing country‟s political culture, due to 

the absence of institutional compromise, conflict between the ruling (B.N.P) and the 

opposition party (AL) eventually appeared soon on the issue of the caretaker government. 

In the by-elections of Dhaka-11 and Magura-2 constituencies the opposition had the idea 

that a free fair election which was held on 15 February 1996 could not be held under a 

party government (Mannan, 2005: 127). Mass movement continued against the 

incumbent government and due to the pre electoral violence about 20 persons were killed 

including four policemen, and more than thousands were injured. On the Election Day, 

about 20 persons were killed and thousands injured. Election Commission itself 

acknowledged the death of 17 persons in electoral clashes on the poll day (The Daily 

Janakantha, 16 February 1996). Post Electoral Violence of sixth parliamentary elections 

and pre Electoral Violence of seventh parliamentary elections were same in nature. 

Most of the clashes before, on Election Day, and after the elections occurred 

between AL and BNP. As a result, 14 people died while 295 were injured. Violence not 

only occurred between the parties competing in the elections, rather some branch 

organizations of the main parties and some terrorist groups were also involved in the 
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process (Mannan, 2005: 152). The following table shows figures of casualties from 18 

May to 7 June 1996. 

Parties involved Number of cases 

occurred 

Number of 

injured 

Number of 

deaths 

BNP vs AL 39 295 14 

BNP vs JP  10 123 0 

BNP vs Student League  2 17 0 

BNP vs Chattra Shabir 1 10 1 

AL vs JP 3 28 0 

Chattra Dalvs Chattra League 4 33 0 

AL and JI 1 12 0 

BNP vs JI 2 10 1 

AL vs JSD (Rab) 1 6 0 

Sharbahara Party vs JI 1 3 0 

Terrorist vs Chattra Shibir 1 0 1 

Terrorist vs JI 2 0 2 

Terrorist vs Chattra Dal 1 0 11 

Terrorist vs Chattra League  4 10 3 

Terrorist vs BNP 2 42 0 

Terrorist vs Gono Forum 1 10 1 

Total 75 568 24 

Source: Compiled by the author from The Bhorer Kagoj, 28 May and 1 June 1996 

On the Election Day violence, 6 persons were killed and more than 700 injured 

(The Sangbad, 13 June 1996). Elections in 123 centers of 27 constituencies were 

postponed due to electoral violence (The Sangbad, 13 June 1996). Consequently of 

electoral violence spoiled congenial atmosphere for holding free and fair elections. Like 

the previous elections, human and material losses were also colossal in this election. 

Parliamentary elections (October 1, 2001):  

More or less every parliamentary election has faced electoral violence. After 1991 

election, electoral violence was chronologically increasing. Electoral violence in the 

Eighth Parliamentary Elections was more than the seventh elections. In the eighth 

parliamentary election, pre-electoral violence became so rampant that many observers 

suspected whether holding the election in a peaceful and congenial atmosphere could be 

at all possible. Clashes and conflicts particularly between the activists of AL and those of 

BNP made the situation grave (Mannan, 2005: 171). It was reported that 124 persons 

were killed and 6,000 injured within 35 days of the declaration of election schedule 

(Ajker Kagoj, 25 September 2001). Incidents of killing, attacks on the election rally and 

procession, attacks on the candidates including some former Ministers, and destruction of 

election camps were common. Activists of a particular religious party attacked members 

of the minority community in many places of the country (Mannan, 2005: 172). The 

following table demonstrates figures of different types of violence that featured in this 

election. 
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Month and days Killed Injured Acts of other violence 

July (16 days) 19 500 200 

August (31 days) 62 1,500 350 

September (30 days) 82 3,000 500 

Total 163 5,000 1,050 

Source: Compiled from Ajker Kagoj, 31 September 2001 

On the election day, the voters enjoyed a festive environment. The Bangladesh 

Observer reports on the polls with the headline „Peaceful Polls, Turnout High‟ and states 

sporadic incidents of violence left five persons dead and nearly 500 other injured. Polling 

was suspended in some 137 out of 29, 848 centers across the country, according to the 

Election Commission sources. Nevertheless, given the violence-marred run-up to the 

polls that had claimed nearly 150 lives, the Election day passed off reasonably peaceful 

(The Bangladesh Observer, 2 October 200l). In the post election violence, eighth 

parliamentary elections was severe than the others. Among them, attacks against the 

hindu community began before the general elections of 1 October 2001 when hindus 

were reportedly threatened by members of the BNP-led alliance not to vote, since it was 

perceived that their vote would be cast for the Awami League. The backlash after the 

elections was systematic and severe. Reports indicate that the worst affected areas have 

been in Barisal, Bhola, parts of Pirojpur, Khulna, Satkhira, Gopalgonj, Bagerhat, Jessore, 

Comilla and Norsingdi. Attackers have reportedly entered hindu homes, beaten members 

of the family, looted their property and in some cases, raped hindu women. Human rights 

organizations in Bangladesh believed over 100 women may have been subjected to rape. 

Reports persistently alleged that the perpetrators have been mainly members of the BNP 

or its coalition partner Jamat-e-Islami. Rape victims are frequently reluctant to disclose 

their sufferings (Centre for Research and Information, 2003). Other types of violence like 

killing, arrest were also obvious. 

Since violence was rampant the impacts were also both long and short term 

including physical, psychological and structural damages. In the case of physical impacts 

people were attacked, killed, arrested where the minority community faced pre-electoral 

violence and it was a new dimension of violence in this election. They were threatened 

not to vote to the AL, for this reason they were psychologically under pressure. Their 

properties were damaged; some people were forcefully displaced from their land. These 

types of impacts not only suffered the minority people but also the mainstream people. 

The country‟s economic activities also hampered like-the businessman could not run their 

business spontaneously and the foreign investment reduced than the normal times. 

Parliamentary elections (29 December 2008): 

Since electoral violence spoils the congenial atmosphere to hold free and fair 

election, when the impacts of violence remain long time, it became difficult to held next 

election. In this consequences 2006 election could not be held in due time. After two 

years with an unelected caretaker government had been governing under a state of 

emergency, the Bangladeshi people chose a democratically elected government on 29 

December 2008. The nineth parliamentary elections set a new, higher standard for future 
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elections in Bangladesh (Bangladesh Parliamentary Elections, 29 December 2008). If we 

analyze the pre election time, we see that Bangladesh prepared for its 2008 parliamentary 

elections against the backdrop of a failed effort to hold elections scheduled in January 

2007. The 2007 elections were ultimately cancelled because of the country‟s descend into 

political and social disorder, violence resulting in several deaths and widespread general 

strikes that brought economic activity to a standstill. Under the state of emergency, 

political party offices were closed, both indoor and outdoor political meetings were 

prohibited, trade union activity was curtailed and the media was censored. But after 

formation of caretaker government, the political parties and independent candidates 

initiated vigorous, non-violent and sustained campaigns until midnight on 27 December, 

when the campaign period officially ended. The positive feature of this election was the 

confidence with which bihari, hindu, and other minorities exercised their right to vote. In 

the previous elections they had been subjected to extensive pre-election intimidation by 

parties and candidates, and to frequent post-election abuse and violence (Bangladesh 

Parliamentary Elections, 29 December 2008). In the Election day, the polling centers 

were organized and calm. Observers described the environment at only three percent of 

the centers where they visited found politically charged or tense. Reported incidents of 

violence were extremely rare and did not interrupt the polling process significantly in any 

observed location. After election day, the post election process went smoothly, with a few 

notable exceptions. For example, the AL challenged the election results in Khulna-2, 

where the BNP candidate won. The impacts were less than the previous elections; people 

could cast their vote freely. The young generation‟s participation in this election was 

revolutionary. Without some exception the impacts were not so bad. 

Analysis of the Patterns 

From the above review, I shall now analyze the causes, forms and effects of 

electoral violence commonly featured in parliamentary election since 1973 in 

Bangladesh. Normally the main cause of electoral violence had been to win the election. 

Factors like poverty, patronage, revenge, domination of political god fathers worked as 

supplementary causes. The main cause of electoral violence in 1973 was to ensure 

absolute victory of the Awami League which led the liberation war in 1971. In 1979 the 

parliamentary elections were held under military regime where elections served as means 

to legitimize the government in this elections winning by any means was the main factor 

of electoral violence. In the similar fashion 1986 and 1988 elections were held under 

military government along with anti government movement resulting in a reign of 

violence. So in these two elections the causes of electoral violence were exceptional 

thanks to the opposition party did not want to win in the election but to overthrow the 

ruling party. In 1991, electoral violence was moderate because violence was less than the 

earlier elections. The reasons behind this low intensity violence were: the major parties 

took part in the elections in the path towards democratic transition. Mainstream political 

parties: AL and BNP wanted to establish democratic government. In addition, the 

government security forces (BDR, Police and Ansar) were able to act without any 

influence which helped minimize the electoral violence. But in 1996 parliamentary 

elections (15 February), the two factors as stated above were absent where wining in the 

election by the ruling BNP was the main cause of electoral violence. In 2001 electoral 
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violence was grisly in nature. A paltry amount of violence was also visible in 2008 

parliamentary elections. Winning the election was the main cause of violence where both 

BNP, AL were involved in. Added to the win factor, revenge, poverty, patronage politics 

and lack of socialization about the negative effects among the political actorsalso played 

strong background factors for electoral violence. It appears from the above analysis that 

without some exceptions winning the election had been the chief cause of electoral 

violence where the other factors work as a supplementary cause. 

The forms of electoral violence in every parliamentary election were pre, election 

time and post election time included threat, assassination, rape, murder, displacement, 

injury and arrest. In 2001 minority community was mostly affected by electoral violence 

where post- electoral violence was severe than the pre and election-time violence. In 

1991 and 2008 elections were relatively less violent because both elections were more 

competitive in nature. 

Impacts of electoral violence include physical, psychological and damages of the 

property. In 1973 elections between January 1972 and June 1973, there were 2,035 secret 

killings, 337 kidnappings, 190 rapes and 4907 dacoits and another 4,925 persons lost 

their lives at the hands of miscreants. In 1986, only on election day 29 persons were 

killed, more than 500 injured. Respectively in 1991 election only one person killed on 

election day and before and after the poll day 39 persons were killed and 1090 injured. In 

the same way in 1996, 2001 and 2008 these common scenarios were evident. In 2001 

elections, minority community was severely affected by electoral violence, which 

threatened their political and civil rights. The low level of violence in 1991 and 2008 

parliamentary elections can be attributed to the particular timing and context of the 

elections held. The excessive violence in 1973 elections seems to have been propelled by 

the absence of competition. By contrast, the abundance of electoral violence in 2001 

elections was motivated by the revenge of the opposition BNP. On the other hand, 1979, 

1986 and 1988 elections held under military rule as somewhat stage managed. As 

patterns, causes and impacts of electoral violence have affected all the elections in the 

same manner without some exceptions, so this violence can be reduced if proper 

measures are taken. The electoral history shows that the more competitive election leads 

the less electoral violence as we have seen in 1991 and 2008. If the ruling parties 

perpetrate electoral violence to capture power, such kind of mentality should be avoided. 

The ruling party should actively support to conduct a free and fair election because such 

type of election can strengthen the process of democratization in Bangladesh. 

Conclusion 

 Elections do not only allow for political competition, participation and legitimacy, 

but also permit peaceful changes of power, thereby making it possible to assign 

accountability to those who govern. As a result, electoral violence is not desired. 

However, in Bangladesh, parliamentary elections are not free from violence. The analysis 

shows that the nature causes and affects of electoral violence in parliamentary elections 
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more or less the same. We could not get rid of such kind of violence if we do not take 

strong preventive measures. In Bangladesh, after its independence pre, post and election 

time violence are common where first (1973) and eighth (2001) parliamentary elections 

were mostly condemned by electoral violence and fifth (1991) and ninth (2008) 

parliamentary elections were less violent. The fact is that more competitive election 

breeds less violence. When violence occurs it is not a result of an electoral process, it is 

the breakdown of an electoral process (Fisher, 2002: 3). 
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